The Curse

By Baron and Baronessa
Araignee
Introduction

In this book we will instruct you on the Principles and Powers which drives the "curse". Unfortunately, there are many so called "curses" available on the Net which promises instant or devastating results—however this is all bullshit. Do not believe everything you read—and if you do, you are a fool.

You will always find writings on the subject of cursing that states,

"Cursing consists of three methods of delivery;
A Thought.
A Word.
A Deed."

Sounds familiar? What is apparent is that these writers has no idea what a curse actually is and we doubt that they have ever cast any curse(es) with success.

A "curse" does not work because of words or incantations and even arcane rites...it depends on much more than this. So, in short, if you want to kill something instantly, take you're weapon and dispatch the thing promptly, or torture it with instruments etc as we can assure you that this is the only "instant" results you shall acquire.
Think logically and be smart, do not waste your time with nonsense that will increase your ignorance.
Remember: "Knowledge is Power"
The Construct of The Curse

"You need to work yourself up into a frenzies of hatred in order to cast a curse"
A more idiotic statement we have yet to find!

Why? If you cannot control your emotions and thoughts, this indicates that you have not reached a Gnostic state—thus the only thing you will achieve is releasing this undirected and uncontrolled energy into the Ether without much effect.
A Gnostic state (higher state of awareness) is needed to work any form of Magick—Fact. Look it up.
All instruments and tools are useless if you do not have controlled will. You can cast as much grave dust/dirt on your enemies front door step and will not achieve any results! Its not the tool that holds power, its the Mage.
So, yes, you will need to raise your spiritual power, as to make it greater than that of your target.

Lets make this a bit more clear: If your enemies will is stronger than yours—you will fail time and time again. This is about picking your fights. A soldier doesn't go to fight a war with an empty Magazine in the rifle. Lock and load!
Prepare yourself, cause spiritual warfare is a no-holds barred event.
"Yes, but if my spiritual power is not strong enough, Ill simply conjure a Demon and instruct it to do it for me!"
...Sigh.

Your spiritual power is not strong enough—so you expect to be able to Evoke a Demon? Didn't we just mention not to believe everything you read?

In order to successfully Evoke/conjure a Demon/Spirit/Entity, your spiritual power A.K.A Authority has to be quite significant. So no, average Joe Dirt will be able to Evoke anything successfully...at all.

We have worked our whole lives to master our chosen fields, so please kindly give us the benefit of the doubt!
The Path of the Curse

The curse is powered and created by the will alone of the individual and nothing else.

You may view this as an orb leaving the brow of the Mage then joining the Universal mind (which every individual is a part of) then travels through the aether and finding its mark through the universal mind to the target via the Crown Chakra. In all honesty, there is no simpler way to explain this. See illustration below.

Remember, Aether is not a physical matter but an unseen matter which we cannot fully understand at this point in time. As a fact, no one can.

A curse can be seen as a thought which carries the will and intent of the individual. You can imagine it as being "programmed" to achieve a specific result. Remember a thought by itself may or may not manifest itself in the desired way, thus it is dire to grow the will, control the thoughts and achieve lasting Gnosticism. In order to
achieve this you will have to master your mind...this is no simple matter.

Here are a couple of tips to help you formulate a successful curse:

- Mental Constructs—Thought forms
- Egregores—Tulpa
- Creative Visualization
- Sigils
- Mantra
- All of the above

Read the following:

- Hexagradiator—By Unknown Author
- The Practice of Magical Evocation—By Franz Bardon
- A manual of Occultism—By Sepharial
- Create a servitor—By John Kreiter

Remember to strengthen your will and control your thoughts, for without this you can only fail. We had to train ourselves over the years in order to cast a curse with success, it really didn't come easy as it takes allot of hard work and dedication. Nothing worthwhile ever comes easy!

"There is nothing more sinister than man"
Morality and Cursing

When you kill a person, as in "Homicide" it is considered a "crime" under certain circumstances such as premeditation and so on. This is what "society" is brainwashed into by religious groups and governments. So if you commit a crime you will do the time, a fine example of cause and effect. Or is it?

What if we told you that "morals", right and wrong is merely an illusion? Let's prove this quickly:

- Lee that resides in China, farms dogs for the same reason a farmer breeds cattle: A food source.
- John that resides in England, eats steak and beef but deems dog-farming as wrong.
- Arjun who resides in India, is a vegetarian an does not eat beef, and is offended with those that eats Cow, the sacred animal in Hinduism.

Morals is merely perception, and holds no universal significance in any way or form. The individual should rather formulate his/her own divine law if they are inclined to do so. The greatest hamper in magick is this thing called morals, as it hinders and stunts the individuals spiritual growth potential. We have written rules of conduct for the mage to follow as guidelines—to gain structure within their own path, but in the end
there is no law that governs the spirit of man, so it is up to individual perception, what to do and not to do.

We have killed our marks with death curses, while simply tormenting others for the remainder of their lives. We have found that "karma" and the "three fold law of return" is simply products of morality and in truth does not exist...at all. Man-kind grants life to ideals through belief and there is simply no limits to the hidden power of humanity. By word, thought or deed it will manifest as this is simply another form of cause and effect.

There are many individuals that deems their moral compass as pointing true north. But these same individuals, will gladly think about fucking a stranger in exotic manners, irrelevant whether they are married or not. These same people place individuals into power that are clearly pieces of shit, via the "democratic" voting system. Tisk Tisk!

Not to mention those tele-evangelical charismatic parasites that drives uber expensive cars and live in mansions! Where do they get their money from? We can assure you its not from "god"!

You see, reader its all about perception! Some call it god and other simply call it money.

If you are hampered by morals, do yourself a favor and do not even try to cast a curse, as you will only be fooling yourself!

You will have to be cold as ice, practice premeditation like a serial killer and have the will of a mountain. When we dissect the biology
of mankind, what remains is spiritual psychology and spiritual reasoning—for this drives every faculty of humanity.

When we look at "facebook" and other social media platforms, we see many people who are such deluded hypocrites it sickens us to our core. We see females posting slutty pics of themselves and wonder why they are being cyber stalked? Let's answer that question: "Because you stupid insipid cunt, you dress and look like a whore!" Its cause and effect!

You see reader, the above is another fine example of perception. Let's move on.
Cursing Without Tears

There exist various traditions of Magic. As with the variety in magical traditions, so it is with curses. Let's take a look at some curses from these traditions.

**Taoist**

The Anti-Wedding Spell.

It is unfortunate that every year, many carefully planned weddings are unexpectedly called off. Many of those cancellations can be directly attributed to the effects of evil spells that envious people have cast on the couple. There is a mild hex, for instance, that forces a woman to marry in a distant land, far from her relatives.

In one insidious ritual that is designed to keep a wedding from taking place, the evil sorcerer burns spirit money and a petition asking evil ghosts or demons to help him upset a particular wedding ceremony. He then opens a brand new metal lock and places it, and a short piece of rope, at the center of the altar. He then proceeds to cast his spells. Just before the ritual is over, he closes the lock and makes knots along the length of the rope while asking the demons to grant his wish. In this manner, the relationship between the couple in question is "locked out and tied up;" therefore, they will never be married and will remain separated throughout their lives.
Afterward, the magician throws the lock and rope into the sea or another large body of water such a lake because he never intends to open the lock or untie the knots in the rope.

**Western Tradition**

The Witches Cord

The witches' cord itself is often used for this purpose of immobilization. For the sensory deprivation itself, a mask is worn, covering the entire head but leaving the mouth free to breathe. This is sometimes referred to as a witches' cradle or witches' bridle (not to be confused with the old Scottish instrument of torture of the same name). Second, the mask and the cord are both also used in ceremonial coven initiations, and here they symbolize the blindness and bondage imposed by the mundane world upon the candidate. In neither of these cases is the cord ligature a process of dark intent. Rather the opposite in fact. Not so ligature proper.

Should you as a witch wish to bind someone to prevent his carrying out some action or other, one of the best methods of accomplishing your aim is by using one of the variants of the spell known to many practitioners as The Tanglefoot Charm. Obtain an object link from your victim, either a strand of hair which you must plait into a cord with
some red twine, or an article of clothing in which you can tie knots comfortably. On a night when the moon is waning, preferably a Saturday midnight just before the new moon, cast your triangle with a Saturnian fumigation, having bitter wine in the chalice, and stone twigs and bones upon your altar. In the altar triangle should be your specially prepared cord. Invoke the dark power, using the circle crosses and the counterclockwise circumambulation, and when you feel that chilly, numbing presence is at hand, only then begin your spell. Take the cord in your left hand (always the left hand for operations of darkness), and tie nine deliberate knots in it, starting with one at either end and working inwards. As you do so, chant this incantation, employing your witchly imagination to strongly visualize the result of your spell upon the victim. See him unable to speak or perform whatever the action is you wish to prevent.

[N] I conjure thee,
by night your eyes are blinded!
By clay your ears are stopped!
By earth your mouth is sealed!
By rock your limbs are bound!

Having tied the last knot, chant "So mote it be!" Take the knotted cord, and bury it in the ground somewhere, softly chanting these words as you do.
Twist and tangle [N] 
ever to rise up again. 
Your eyes are dimmed, 
your limbs are bound. 
Thus I lay you down to rest 
still and silent in the ground!
You carry out a little symbolic funeral in fact.

**African Tradition**

Traditions such as Palo and Kindoki, makes use of numerous ingredients to cast a simple curse. Unlike the western tradition of cursing, these traditions are more visceral and hands on with the curse. Mostly, liminal entities and necromantic entities are venerated during their rites. We will not include the structure of the curse within this tome as it is a lengthy enterprise and very volatile indeed, as it is in essential a practice of Necromancy.
Our book "The Gospel of the Ghouls" presents detailed rites of this Tradition as well as others.

The African Tradition of cursing, as mentioned, makes use of Liminal (crossroad) Beings such as Anansi and Necromantic Beings such as Centella Ndoki. It is perhaps a bit more complex in its construct, however a potent tool of the Adept practitioner.
Arabic Tradition

What is very interesting in the Arabic tradition of Magic is simply this. Any spell can be converted into a curse. Irrelevant if it is for good health or love. Here follows an example of a Sexual Virility spell:

Obtain a piece of string and tie nine knots. While tying the knots, repeat the following out loud;
"An–Nus... (name of man)
Iyaa budu
Ameen"

*This spell is accompanied with a drawn talisman which we will not illustrate here.

Any spell that effects the target in a averse way is a curse. Irrelevant if it is called a Bane, Hex, Crossing, Blight or Binding. The degree of punishment/retaliation/suffering will simply depend on the intent and will of the caster. The oldest examples of a curse is none other than the knotted cord. This method is preferred above others, simply because of the manifold uses and constructs thereof. As seen above, in the Western Tradition of the curse, the intent of the caster is knotted within the cord and may be altered to bind a spirit to the mark in a similar fashion. Lets move on.
The God-Form and Cursing

What is Invocation? And how can it be applied in the art of cursing?
Invocation simply means assuming the nature, principle and character of an Archetype or Entity, through spiritual transmutation. This seems a bit complicated, but we can assure you it is much more simpler than Evocation.

Let's take a Martial (War) Deity or a Saturnian (Necromantic) Entity as an example.

Martial beings specializes in Destruction, Suffering and Torture, whereas Saturnian Beings specializes in Swift Death, Misfortune and so on. If you select either one of these Archetypes/Beings to Invoke, firstly you will need to learn EVERYTHING about it that you possibly can. Speaks its name often, study its Seal, carry its seal with you, think on it often. When you are eventually ready to Invoke it, you will deal with it in a manner similar to an Evocation—however instead of asking it to manifest within a triangle, mirror etc, you command it to manifest within your Being, becoming a part of your very soul and DNA.

Do not confuse this with a Possession—as it is not the same in extent and degree. This Being you have Invoked, will have no control over your mind, soul or body in any way shape or form. It is merely a shadow or an ideal of the Being/Archetype and not an exact construct. By assuming the Character, Nature etc of the Being/Archetype, you align your own mental and subconscious
faculties with the task at hand, I.E cursing. When Invocation is combined with the Gnostic state, the individual achieves perfect spiritual transmutation with the God-form and the task of cursing becomes the Magnum Opus (Great Work) at that given time.

With Invocation, focus and thought control is dire as it is the key which makes this transmutation possible.

When deciding to choose a God-form for the purpose of Invocation and cursing, we suggest you select an Archetype or Being which is completely Malevolent with no hints of Benevolence. The "Darker" the better!

Remember, you and you alone have the power to succeed or fail.

Sheep or Titan—Choose...
Previously we mentioned that the individual needs to strengthen their spiritual power. This doesn't only apply to the art of cursing, but to Magick in general and every aspect of life.

Now, every construct of this physical world is comprised of billions upon billions of atomic particles and molecules, not stationary, but in fact vibrating and pulsating with energy. Just because we cannot see these atoms and molecules, does not negate its existence.

Time and space are concepts labeled by man-kind, and by itself simply does not exist, save through perception for the purpose of measurement and so on. Quite recently science verified the existence of "Worm Holes" in outer space...this phenomena creates a bridge between two reaches of space that can be crossed in mere moments where it usually would take years to cross in real time. Remember, we tend to measure space and distance through time. Once upon a time the idea of a "worm hole" was science fiction and not fact, and its quite curious how quickly this theory became discovered fact.

Reality is definitely not as it seems, and it is due to perception that we remain blinded to possibility. But what does this have to do with Cursing? Do we have to mind-fuck ourselves to make it work? Not at all...

A curse can alter an individuals reality, bringing forth events that will have the ultimate outcome the spell caster wills. So by deduction, the curse does not have to influence the target directly, but the
environment itself to make the curse manifest in reality. Time and space is indeed an illusion, once you can understand the principles of Aether and the Universal mind.

Do you want to know the secret of Magick? Are you willing to carry the weight of this knowledge with you? We will reveal to you this "secret" in one word, and be ready to be disappointed:

**ENERGY**
In Closing...

In all eventuality, each individual has a choice. We are governed by that which we ALLOW. No man, gods or governments is our masters, unless we PERMIT it. The same can be said with our own perception, reasoning and beliefs. What are you as an individual willing to allow? Let's write it plainly: You cannot be a Spiritual Titan if you are someone's bitch.

Reader, in our (Araignee) lives we were subjugated to some horrific shit, but we didn't become or allow ourselves to become victims. Everything that opposed us, we destroyed. We showed no mercy—not even to so called family. Do you really think that live and let live is the way or nature of this world we live in? Will turning the other cheek resolve what has been done to you? No, it will not and never will. A Lion will kill anything which stumbles within its territory and devour its prey without mercy.

As with any other creature of that nature that resides within this world. Do not fool yourself, humanity, are predators, that is why our eyes are located in the front of our skulls and not at the sides like prey animals. We have mastered the art of killing and by right and might we are the apex predators of this world.

There are some that will be in denial, however this will not change the facts we have presented in this tome. Some will need convincing, however we are not in the business of convincing others. The choice has always been yours.

May your enemies become like dust...

   Baron and Baronessa Araignee 2017 C.E
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